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Lake Chapala (Spanish: Lago de Chapala About this sound tʃa'pala (help·info)) is Mexico's largest 
freshwater lake. It lies in the municipalities of Chapala, Jocotepec, Poncitlán, and Jamay, in Jalisco, 
and in Venustiano Carranza and Cojumatlán de Régules, in Michoacán. 

 
Geography 

                
Geographic Features 
 

It is located at 20°20′N 103°00′W, 45 km southeast of Guadalajara, Jalisco, and is situated on the 
border between the states of Jalisco and Michoacán, at 1,524 metres (5000 feet) above sea level. 

Its approximate dimensions are 80 km (50 mi) from east to west and averages 12.5 km (7.8 
miles) from north to south, and covers an approximate area of 1,100 km2 (420 sq mi). 
 

It is a shallow lake, with a mean depth of 4.5 metres (15 ft) and a maximum of 10.5 m (34 ft). 
 

It is fed by the Río Lerma, Río Zula, Río Huaracha, and Río Duero rivers, and drained by the Rio 
Grande de Santiago. The water then flows northwest into the Pacific Ocean. 
 

Islands 
 

The lake also contains three small islands, Isla de los Alacranes (the larger of the three), Isla 
Mezcala and a third very small island next to Isla Mezcala called La Isla Menor. 
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Habitat 

                
The lake is a critical habitat for several species of migratory birds, such as the American white 

pelican, and home to thousands of indigenous plants and animals.The Audubonistas de Laguna de 
Chapala holds an annual Audubon Society sponsored Christmas Bird Count. In 2006, some 117 
species were identified and, in 2007, the count was 125. By January, 2011, some 173 species 

were recorded. 
 

Communities 
                
There are numerous towns and cities along the coast of Lake Chapala, including Chapala, Jalisco, 

Ajijic, Jalisco, San Antonio Tlayacapan, Jalisco, Jocotepec, Jalisco, San Juan Cosala, Jalisco, 
Mezcala de la Asunción, Jalisco, Tizapan El Alto, La Palma, Michoacán and Ocotlán, Jalisco. 

 
During the first world war, in 1915, Norwegian speculators intended to make Chapala a luxury 
resort town. A railway was to be built, with segregated carriages. In addition to the railway, the 

speculators would also have provided two motor vessels to traffic the lake with connections to the 
other small towns at the lake borders. A first class hotel was to be built, likewise an automobile 

club with attached casino. An extensive dam, 8 kilometers long was to provide dry land with plots 
for luxury dwellings. What the shareholders in the company, "Compania di Fromento di Chapala" 

received, was only photographs of railway carriages and locomotives. 
 
In recent years, because of the benign prevailing climate and attractive scenery, a substantial 

colony of retirees, including many from the United States and Canada, has established itself on 
the lake's shore, particularly in the town of Ajijic, Jalisco, located just west of the city of Chapala. 

 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Chapala 
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